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Nature-cure of cancer pa
patients with their pee is a reality: Jagdi
dish Bhurani

Jagdish Bhurani cl
claims urine therapy can fully cure critical patien
ents.
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Within weeks of launching hiss w
website- www.urinetherapy.in, in April, 2013,
3, total number of
visitors to the site reached 14,0
,000. The number came to 38274 by Septembe
ber. If the flow of
visitors is any indicator of thee increasing acceptability of this yet-to-be-medi
dically-recognized
‘natural’ method of treatmentt uusing ‘clean human urine’ then Jadgish R BhuraniBh
a retired
businessman- may have alreadyy won an important battle against mind-set . Bu
ut it is easier said
than actually done.
Sitting at his basement office in Galaxy Plaza complex in Bangalore’s crowded
d Majestic locality
and surrounded by portraitss of gods and goddesses, the 70-something
ing Bhurani told
greenlocality.com that he himsel
elf and many others who come to meet him, pho
hone him and send
him thanks mails from abroad aand not to speak of the list of his once criti
itically ill patients
suffering from cancer and otherr sserious ailments, are testimonials enough to prov
rove the efficacy of
the therapy. He said his website
te gives a complete self-treatment manual and the
here is no need of
anyone to come to him.
“Many come to me with moneyy after having benefited from the treatment. But
ut I don’t want any
money. It is a free service. But
ut the most important thing is to use fresh secre
cretion. Only after
taking a dietary regimen develo
loped by me which yields an odorless water-lik
like liquid that the
therapy can be started,” says Bh
Bhurani, who came to Bangalore from Karachi,
i, now
n
in Pakistan,
after partition of India. Today,, hhe is on a full-time mission to propagate thee usefulness
u
of the

therapy which he claims to have its origin in the Vedic period and well-tested and tried. Last
year, social activist Anna Hazare released Kannada version of one of his freely distributed books
on urine therapy.
“I have written to heads of medical fraternity, top government officials in Karnataka and in New
Delhi, and all those who matter in the corridors of power or elsewhere, including former
President A P J Kalam, but I am yet to get any response from them. I say that this is a cheap and
easy method of self-treatment, once used by later Prime Minister Morarji Desai as well, but
officials say that unless it is tested by medical science it can be allowed to be used an alternative
methods of naturopathy or uropathy.” So For Bhurani, it is going to be long wait. Meanwhile he
continues to try and make a pitch for the therapy with supportive letters from doctors from
various streams of medicines.

